by Todd Smith

New for Traditional Archers

T

he Traditional Archery Expo is
hosted each year in Kalamazoo,
Michigan by Great Northern
Longbow Company and Great
Northern Quivers. It’s a showcase of
what’s new in traditional archery and
the best event in the country to get a
feel for the pulse of traditional archery.
Everything from the latest developments in high-tech bows and arrows
to primitive bows and arrows and
everything in-between is showcased.
After interviewing several of the exhibitors there I’m pleased to report that
there are quite a few bows, arrows, and
broadheads, among other things, that
are new and exciting for 2012.

The Sky-King “Monarch” ILF riser with its
warm wood in striking colors is a fitting
tribute to Kustom King’s 40th anniversary.

Sky-King Bows

This year Kustom King Archery
celebrates their 40th year serving the
traditional archery industry. To commemorate this landmark, they’re introducing an all wood ILF line of risers
and limbs called the “Sky-King” series.
This special series has been in the
works for about a year and a half and is a
joint venture between Sky Archery and
Kustom King Archery. Both companies
favor the advantages the ILF system
provides with impressive adjustability
and complete interchangeability with
other ILF components. If you’re new
to ILF (International Limb Fitting) it’s a
no-tools-needed take-down system of
risers and limbs that are interchangeable so the archer can shoot a riser
from one company and limbs from
another. It makes it easy for the end
user to try different combinations until
they find a combination that suits their
personal needs.
First in the series is a compact
13 inch riser, the Sky-King “Monarch”.
It’s a striking combination of stabilized Futurewood in charcoal and
Futurewood in Cocobolo, with

attractive accent strips. The limbs will
be high performance foam core carbon
in longbow and recurve configurations.
The new Sky-King Monarch should be
available sometime this summer. This
bow is entirely made in the U.S.A. and
is sure to be popular with any bowhunter who is interested in the warmth
and beauty of wood, in a completely
adjustable package that can be fine
tuned to their needs.

Heavy Hunter Arrows
There is a new carbon arrow in the
market with a wood grain finish that
has great promise. It’s a joint venture
between Germany’s Bearpaw Products
and the U.S. company Gold Tip Arrows.
The arrows, called the “Heavy Hunter”,
are manufactured by Gold Tip for
BearPaw Products and distributed
exclusively by Kustom King Archery
and TradTech-Lancaster Archery.
Bowhunters have discovered for
themselves when they use heavier
arrows they get better penetration and
the Heavy Hunter carbon arrows hit
like a freight train. Not only are they
heavy, they’re tough. You can find a

The new Gold Tip Heavy Hunter from Kustom King and TradTech-Lancaster Archery is
popular with bowhunters looking for better penetration through increased momentum.
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video online where they were shot into
a concrete slab with no damage to the
arrow.
Heavy Hunter carbon arrows target the traditional bowhunter and as
far as everyone involved is concerned,
they’ve developed the best all-around
bowhunting arrow ever! World famous
traditional shooter Byron Ferguson was
so impressed he endorsed them as his
own signature line.
They’re 32 inches long and available in spines of 320 (15.3 grains per
inch), 400 (13.5 grains per inch), and
500 (13.1 grains per inch).

Trad-Tech’s New Risers
Not only is TradTech-Lancaster
Archery involved with the Heavy
Hunter arrows mentioned above, they
are adding three new risers to their
ILF lineup this year. First is the Apex
17 inch wood riser, made for them by
Samick Archery. It has already become
their most popular ILF wood riser. The
all Dymondwood and phenolic construction is very strong, yet retains the
warmth of wood, appealing to compound shooters transitioning to traditional as well as long time traditional
shooters. Like all ILF systems, you
get amazing adjustability and universal component interchangeability. If
you’re looking for limbs that compliment this riser the folks at TradTech
suggest taking a look at their Black Max
limbs.

Next come two new Titan II risers,
one in 17 inch with two broadhead
cutouts for easy identification and a 19
inch model with three broadhead cutouts. They expect the 19 inch riser to be
very popular with 3-D shooters as well
as bowhunters, where the 17 inch is
projected to be popular with bowhunters looking for a more compact bow.
These new risers were designed
and made in the U.S.A. by Olympic
recurve experts. They’re ILF through
and through so all ILF limbs will fit, they
have enclosed limb pockets for added
structural strength and they’re CNC
machined from 6061 T6 aircraft aluminum. These risers are totally adjustable
and they offer special advanced features: MAS (mass adjustment system),
PWS (pocket weight system), and MSR
(Modular shelf radius for true center
shot adjustment.) They all come standard with a medium custom walnut
grip.
TradTech-Lancaster Archery has
been a leader in promoting the ILF
system worldwide. They believe that by
utilizing a universal system that allows
individual archers to use any brand
riser and/or limbs they prefer, to build
a bow that’s just right for them, they’re
helping the end user get what they
want, and creating unlimited opportunities for other manufacturers to get a
piece of the pie as well. It’s a true winwin situation for the entire industry.
Rob Kaufhold has likened that idea to
an old quote that says,
“A rising tide lifts all
boats.” We think he’s
right.

Titan and Apex ILF risers from TradTech-Lancaster Archery
are expanding the possibilities for traditional and compound
shooters alike.
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New Limbs by Fedora
Mike Fedora has been building
bows for over 40 years. His wife Carol
and son Jason are actively involved
in the family business - Fedora Bows.
Mike’s skills as a bowyer are well
known and through the years he has
trained bow makers worldwide. This
year Fedora Bows introduces a fairly
radical new recurve limb and they’ve
enhanced their “Xtreme” hybrid longbow series.
All of the risers I reviewed included Mike’s famous thumb rest which
adds an element of comfort and hand
positioning to the bow that Mike just
smiles about when asked. He says that
to any archer or bowhunter accuracy
is everything and for that reason he
builds accuracy into every element of
his bows. In the way he shapes his risers, grips, and the design of his limbs I
can confirm that the bows are indeed
built with an eye on accuracy. The 62
inch “Xtreme” hybrid longbow I shot
was a 14 inch Bocate riser with limbs of
Bocote under clear glass, Bamboo core,
and black phenolic tips. It was exceptionally smooth, wonderfully graceful,
and inherently accurate.
When I first laid eyes on the little
12 inch Coco Bolo/Ebony “Xtreme”
riser – my eyes widened and without
thinking I said, “Wow!” It proved challenging to capture the essence of that
riser in a picture, but it is simply beautiful and it fit my hand like a glove. I
did not have limbs for that riser, but it
sure was a looker. When a grip fits you
like that, it is much easier to have consistency in hand placement - accuracy

These “Extreme” risers from Fedora bows show the graceful lines and
the signature thumb rest Mike Fedora is known for.
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The Fedora “Extreme” is now available with high performance
longbow limbs or the new “Sickle” recurved limb.

then just naturally follows.
Mike’s son Jason designed the new
“Sickle” recurved limbs. They attach
to any of the “Xtreme” risers resulting
in a short, compact recurve bow for
better maneuverability in the brush,
while treestand hunting, or even backpacking. The highly deflexed section of
the limbs makes it one of the easiest
recurve bows to string. Sickle limbs on
a 12 inch riser make a 54 inch bow, on
a 14 inch riser a 56 inch bow, and on a
16 inch riser a 58 inch bow.
Additional refinements to the line
for this year include a nice satin hand
rubbed finish that is even more waterproof than before. A change to one
small contact point on the shelf and
inside the sight window, just above
the pivot point of the grip, gives the
arrow minimum contact and less friction, while helping to increase speed
and accuracy.
If you’re looking for traditional
bows of impeccable design and graceful beauty, take a look at Fedora Bows.

3Rivers
3Rivers Archery has added a new
riser to their DAS line of take-down
bows based on their proprietary DAS
connection system. The new 15 inch

X-5 riser is manufactured from
6061-T6 aluminum alloy, cut
5/16 inches past
center, includes
an adjustable
side plate, and
the shelf is radiused to allow
shooting off the
shelf or the use
of a plunger
and
elevated
rest. Every X-5 is
tapped for ATA
accessory (AMO The new DAS DX5 from 3Rivers offers fine
sight),
dual tuning through adjustability in longbow
plunger,
and or recurve limb choices.
front stabilizer
The new Tomahawk
inserts to accept any accessory item bowyer
Dick Legacy three-piece
you would like and accepts both DAS Boss of Boss takedown should
longbow limbs and DAS recurve limbs Bows. This three appeal to the traveling
manufactured right here in the U.S.A. piece takedown longbow hunter.
by Sky Archery. You get all the adjust- combines the
ability the DAS system is known for but basic Boss takedown riser with the
in a more compact package. Available well known Tomahawk Longbow limb
with a standard or a high grip in lengths design. The Tomahawk Legacy comof 56, 58, and 60 inch for recurve and ponents are interchangeable with each
58, 60, and 62 inch for longbow.
other.
Next up, the Tomahawk Legacy,
The Legacy 16 inch risers are
which can trace its roots to well known crafted from three pieces of stabilized
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distinctive look. They have radiused
shelves and they’re cut approximately
1/8 inch past center with a black calf
hair rest and plate installed. The limb
attachment system is an Allen wrench
limb bolt and single alignment pin for
ease of setup.
Limbs are available in two styles;
the “Boss” configuration of flat-grain
Brazilian Cherry “Jutoba” and a Hard
Rock Maple core or the “Woodland
Hunter” configuration of flat-grain
Woodland Camo Super Action Wood
over a hard Rock Maple Core. Available
in right or left hand in lengths of 62, 64,
and 66 inches and weights of 40 to 70
pounds.
Also new from 3Rivers is a non-vented
125 grain three blade screw-in broadhead called the “Woodsman BloodGroove.” They’ve called it that because
of the unique cut in each blade. This
solid three blade will be 1-3/4 inches
long and have a 1-1/8 inch cutting
diameter. It’s expected to be available sometime this spring. With the
increased popularity of lighter three
blade broadheads, they’re looking forward to strong sales.
Last but not least from 3Rivers are their
new “Classic Arrows”. They’re made
from hand spined Port Orford cedar
and weight matched to within +/- 10
grains. They sport a nice white crown
dip, hand cresting, and they’re fletched
with three 5 inch traditional cut left
wing feathers; a natural barred cock
feather and two white hens. These
attractive wood arrows are available
in spines of: 40-45, 45-50, 50-55, 55-60,
60-65, and 65-70 pound.

The new “Classic” arrows from 3Rivers will appeal to the traditional shooter still interested in wood arrows.

in colors for crown dipping and cresting as well as a clear coat for sealing
the entire arrow. These are not hobby
paints. They are high quality, long
lasting, exterior grade, full coverage

industrial paints and sealers that produce professional results. Cleanup? All
you need is soap and water.
What about painting on carbon and
aluminum arrows? No problem – start

True North Paints
True North Arrows is much more than
just arrows; they’ve introduced a few
new innovations worthy of note. First is
their Eco-Friendly water based paints,
stains, and sealers. They’re available

With the popularity of lightweight threeblade broadheads, the new “Woodsman
Bloodgroove” from 3Rivers is almost sure
to be a hit.
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What about painting on carbon
and aluminum arrows? No problem
– start with the True North Carbon
Primer, a true eco-friendly water cleanup primer that when it dries is only
removable with spirit based solvents.
The last innovation from True
North is an easy to apply, silicone and
beeswax based, rust inhibitor. The rust
inhibitor comes in a handy pocket
sized lip-balm sized container that
makes the application process fast and
easy. I haven’t tried it, but they tell me
it’s amazing.

Thundervalley Archery
Magnus Broadheads sold their
entire line of carbon steel broadheads
to Louisiana based Thundervalley
Archery. Even though Thundervalley
Archery specializes in what they have
coined, “Classic Archery Products”,
they’re seeing the most rapid growth
in broadhead sales with compound
and crossbow hunters. Thundervalley
Archery has been in full production
since about June of 2011. They’ve
revamped the broadhead packaging,
changed all screw-in broadheads from
six packs to three packs, and built in
much better margins for dealers and
distributors.
Thundervalley is also introducing
the “Thunder Blunt”, a blunt/bleeder
blade combination that is deadly on
small game and even smaller predators
and pests because of its dual action
impact. First the bleeder initiates a cut
and then the flat face follows delivering severe blunt force trauma. They’re

Eco-friendly water based paints, stains,
and sealers from True North Arrows are
a glimpse into the future of customizing
wood and carbon arrows. Here is a selection of the cresting paints.

available now in 125 grain screw-in
and glue-on models and later this year
a 100 grain version is expected.
If your customers have been asking for Magnus Classic broadheads or
the Deadly Snuffer three blade, then
contact Thundervalley Archery and get
your shelves stocked.

Alaska Bowhunting Supply
Alaska Bowhunting Supply has
revived an urban legend with their new
Silver Flame XXL. This is the BIG BIG,
double-extra-large brother of the original Silver Flame broadheads and it cuts
a wide swath. At nearly 2 inches wide
and 2 inches long, this 175 grain double
bevel broadhead is a monster!
The story we got was that these big
Silver Flame broadheads were tested in
Africa with amazing results, so Alaska
Bowhunting Supply decided to have
them made for bowhunters in America.
The reports from the field are incredible and, for some reason, they’re especially popular for hog hunting.
Silver Flame XXL’s are a full 1-7/8

Continued on page 52.

Thundervalley Archery - the new manufacturer of all the carbon broadheads
Magnus Archery used to make introduces
the “Thunder Blunt” a good choice for
stump shooting, small game, and even
predators.
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For some bowhunters, bigger is better!
The new Silver Flame XXL with almost 2
full inches of cutting width is very popular
with deer and hog hunters.
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Continued from page 50.
x 1-15/16 inches with .052 inch thick
main blades made from 440C stainless for its superior edge retention and
strength, they come from the package shaving sharp and ready to hunt.
If you’re looking for a one-of-a-kind
broadhead that’s as big and bad as it
gets, take a look at the Silver Flame
XXL.
Also from Alaska Bowhunting
Supply is a new magnum power shaft
called the Momentum U-FOC 175. This
full length tapered nano-carbon arrow
is designed for the heaviest of bows and
the largest of game. With a deflection of
.175 this arrow can handle bows over
100 pounds. The taper builds in FOC
(forward of center) while the extreme
stiffness allows bowhunters to use
heavy broadheads like the Ashby 315
grainer up front to maximize their FOC
and increase penetration. The response
has been tremendous.
If you have customers with really
heavy bows, looking for an arrow that
can take anything that moves on the
planet, tell them they need to break out
the big guns, tell them about the hard
hitting Momentum U-FOC 175.
Last year Alaska Bowhunting
Supply introduced the industry’s first
all-carbon longbow, the Qarbon Nano.
This year, in answer to the requests of
many of the serious bowhunters that
have been hunting with the bow, the

Made for bows of 80-100 pound plus, the new Momentum U-FOC 175 is a top choice for
the biggest of game from the fastest bows.

limb finish will be changing to a flat
non-reflective black.

Grizzly Broadheads
I think Bill Dunn, owner of Zipper
bows, did the traditional bowhunting family a big favor by purchasing
the Grizzly Broadhead Company. The
problem for years has been that you
couldn’t get them. There were never
enough to go around. Now that Dunn
owns the company, his goal is to have
them readily available at all times.
Grizzly broadheads were the star
of the 1985 Natal Study that Dr. Ashby
was a big part of. Grizzly broadheads
outperformed all other broadheads in
the study, but at that time, no one
knew why. Since then, Dr. Ashby has
conducted countless tests with Grizzly
broadheads and they have proven
themselves time and time again as one
of the best carbon broadheads ever
offered.
There have been some important
changes to the Grizzly design. There
has been a name change, the largest
Grizzly broadhead used to be called
the “El Grande” but that has been
changed to “Kodiak” which makes

sense because in the world of grizzly
bears, the largest bear is the Kodiak.
The regular Grizzly measures 1-1/8 x
2-3/4 inches while the larger Kodiak is
1-1/4 x 3-1/8 inches.
For the first time ever Grizzly
broadheads are available in both left
and right bevel. Unlike the originals,
these new Grizzly broadheads are
manufactured from two full length layers of 1075 steel. They’re spot welded
and copper brazed then heat treated
to 52 Rockwell for incredible strength
and edge retention. After the tempering process they’re precision ground
with opposing 25 degree single bevels.
From the tanto tip, which resist curling
on heavy bone impacts to its long but
narrow profile, Grizzly broadheads are
designed for deep penetration.
With all of the new bows, arrows,
and broadheads for 2012 it’s going to
be a great year for traditional archery
sales. Don’t miss out on the opportunity… We have found that dealers
who stock traditional bows, especially
the arrows and broadheads, report that
they were surprised at the amount of
interest their customers showed, and
really surprised at how much they purchased. Give traditional a try in 2012.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

The Grizzly broadheads have been redesigned for better performance.

Todd Smith has been a traditional bowhunter for over 40 years. After
learning the art of handcrafting wood
arrows in Alaska from his mentor John
Dodge, he built arrows professionally
for several years. In 2008, after a 19 year
stint with 3Rivers Archery, he made the
decision to help other businesses grow
and currently offers marketing services
through his website ToddSmithCo.com
Todd Smith’s Traditional Focus
column in ArrowTrade is being sponsored in part by Alaska Bowhunting
Supply.
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